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LSS-1000AR
It’s great to have solutions...

FACT SHEET

   Stackable speaker
   Perfect for speach and multimedia support
 Colour: Aluminium anodized with black or white
      speaker front

Stackable line array speaker system.

A line array audio solution for large rooms with a 240 Watt 

speaker. With its modern anodized aluminium housing and black 

front, it is a modern and welcom addition to the screen and 

audiovisual application. 

The passive speaker can be connected to any standard amplifier. 

Equipped with high quality European quality 4” reference full-range 

driver audio components. 

In combination with a LSS-SW subwoofer it is a remarkable audio 

set. Compact line array speaker with full range elements per 

speaker housing.

A perfect speaker for speach and multimedia support. Suitable 

for wall mounting. Ideal for public places, large meeting rooms, 

churches etc. 
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LSS-1000AR

Technical specifications

Dimensions in mm W 147 x D 143 x H 1100

Weight  7.7 Kg 

Wall mounts Included adjustable wall mount 

 Max. angle adjustment 17.5 ° 

Colour Standard colour anodized

 aluminium 

 with black front (LSS-1000AR-B) 

 with white front (LSS-1000AR-W)

Max. power 240 Watt RMS per unit at 8 Ohm  

Frequency  70 Hz-20KHz  

Connection Speakcon

Optional

 Subwoofer, LSS-80SW

 Custom lenght, LSS-XXXXAR 
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NOTE: All dimensions are ±..., in mm and subject to change

LINE ARRAYPRESENTATION

 Dimensions are indications, not to be used for any preparations. No rights can be derived from the above dimensions. LSS-1000AR
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NEUTRIK 4-POLE SPEAKON CHASSIS

7,7 Kg
2 x 8 Ohm or 1 x 4 Ohm
240 Watt

Weight:
Impedance:
Nominal power:
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